
This month was the first time, at least for Panel 71, that we had no business listed to discuss.  We did, however get to approved 
the CNCA archives committee guidelines after being presented with the final updates.  

We heard an inspired and detailed report from the Web committee member who attended The National AA Technology Workshop 
in Seattle, Washington. 

We also had the time and the opportunity to hear a general sharing from members that attended the 2022 Pacific Regional Forum 
hold in Salt Lake City Utah. I was a happy chair seeing your faces some with tears in their eyes. It reminded me how important is 
my fellowship and loving environment for my own recovery. Love and empathy to others, say what you mean but don’t say it 
mean, my light haven’t fate till today, the stronger as group the more effective the solution will be. These are some of the thoughts 
I took very consciously to reflect and jump deep into my heart helping me and inspiring me in a quick inventory for my spiritual 
motives and responsibilities, starting with my own and continuing by looking around, again I got to hear that voice saying “I got it” 
honest love to others rather than perfect love.    

District 90 continues with the preparations for our hybrid elections Assembly in November 05 (Remembers to bring your FM 
RADIO for English/Spanish–Spanish/English just as English assist listening) as a special gift District 90 will host an AA 
speaking meeting and dinner the night prior the Assembly with the participation of our current Pacific Regional Trustee Reilly K. 
simultaneous interpretation English / Spanish available.   

Personally, I can’t wait to see you making yourself available at your Sub-District, District or Area to have the opportunity to get on 
this spiritual rocket. I’ll see you on the other side.   

Thank you for allowing me to serve. 
Miguel H 
CNCA Chair P71 
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